Multichannel data acquisition system for mapping the electrical activity of the heart.
Details of the electrical conduction pattern of the heart are revealed to the electrophysiologist when multichannel data are used for activation mapping. Commercial electronic systems are available for simultaneous acquisition of many surface electrograms; however, the cost of these systems may be prohibitive and they can be mostly inflexible for adaptation to other research projects. Furthermore, the hardware and software design is often proprietary. In this article we describe the in-house design and implementation of a 320-multichannel acquisition system for animal electrophysiologic research. Several modules comprise this system. The multichannel data are first preprocessed by amplification, filtering, and analog multiplexing. An algorithm for automatic adjustment of signal gains is implemented to maximize the voltage resolution and minimize noise pickup. Signals are then digitized, and sequenced to order the multichannel data and to add markers required for analysis. The digital data are streamed to archival storage media. Additionally, the electrocardiogram (ECG), blood pressure, and stimulus channel signals are stored simultaneously. Selected signals are then displayed in real-time for measurement and analysis and as a check of the system integrity. Examples of multielectrode arrays and surface recordings are provided. Costs for building such a system are estimated. Multichannel data acquisition systems that are designed and constructed in-house have several advantages over turnkey commercial systems, including the potential for considerable cost savings, flexibility in acquiring data, and the ability to subsequently add additional components.